MEETING MINUTES FROM PPG 8 JANUARY 2015

Present

J.N
A.D-M
B.D-M
J.H
G.B 
G.K
A.M
E.S



Minutes read out by A.M and recap –

Still down on doctors – listed who is here, Dr Singh has now left, Dr Petrenko will be a locum here for 2 months. Dr Henry and Dr Elias salaried for 1 year.  We are still advertising.

Dr First – how are we coping – seems better lately, since December we are booking in people we know who would normally be seen to save a call back.  Patients should still telephone in the same way and would be seen the same day.  Patients are discouraged to come in and wait.  Telephone call back starts from 8am each day.

We saw the Doctor First creators – we have now adapted the system to our surgery’s needs and will review how it is going regularly.  One member of the group highlighted a problem when asked to attend for BP check – seemed to be passed around a bit – now has an appointment.

Yes the nurses are still busy.

Dr Pabla is seeing minor op clinics – changed now – too much seeing patients and making calls, back to full clinics.

No figures from audit – Linda at other meeting, will get for next meeting.

Regarding the phlebotomy clinic – explained to group that downstairs phlebotomy clinic is totally separate from our clinics.  There are cards on our receptions offering a choice – all appointments for our clinics are made via Parkside reception.  Hospital clinics remain a drop in service.

Warfarin testing was brought up suggesting that warfarin blood tests and general should be separate.

Patient choice explained for dressings, blood tests etc.

We may take on other phlebotomists on to rotate morning and afternoon clinics and to alternate home visits.  The group thought that a shared appointment system would be better so we can all see the appointment status on the system.

A member of the group suggested a machine for testing warfarin patients – may be too expensive and would need enough patients to be economical, would also need a technician to interpret the results and advise on warfarin dosage as it requires a skilled person to do so.

Out of area patients – we can take on/keep any patient “out of area” on the understanding that a home visit would not be possible.

DNA occurrences – due to Doctor First there has been a decrease but they still happen, explained again to group that we cannot remove patients on the basis that they fail to attend appointments.

E prescriptions – getting paracetamol now so that problem resolved.

Chemist brings up that prescription needs reviewing – patients can see Doctor or Nurse for review.

Discussion about generic medication – some dislike and would prefer branded meds.

Hospital letters – delays still a problem but we can contact the hospital to get the letter if necessary.  Also we have Notis where we can view documents and results on the hospital system however the letters need to be authorised before we can view.

No details about Graham Allen – will check with Linda for next time.  It was not to do with lack of GPs, more to do with the Nottingham area.

CCG tier 2 sponsors – no details, will check with Linda for next time.

Discussion about Meadows HC and Bestwood Park HC, a commercial firm now run these surgeries.  St Albans Medical Centre at Bulwell is run this way and seems to be running well now.

Could we be a training practice?  We are a high demand area, not attractive for doctors to come to Nottingham. Depravation payment has been stopped.  May be some incentive packages for newly qualified doctors to go into GP practices.

Nurse drop in – weekly every Thursday and first Tuesday of every month.  A member of the group mentioned having to wait a long time to be seen.

Are we letting patients know about the drop in clinics?

Health Check up take is good – Helen HCA does these.

AAA screening in practice? Will check with Linda

Checking effectiveness of flu jab – a member of the group participating in FAST

CQC – before March 2016.

Next meeting 16 April 2015

